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oung Ones is a comedy like no other, an alternative comedy as alternative to 

omedy as it is to mainstream comedy; a reaction against convention, against 

d even against itself.  It is as much a contradiction to its own principles as it is 

umerous previous forms it tried to innovate beyond. 

ermore, it is a comedy of its time like no other also.  A comedy borne out of a 

ne out of Thatcher’s Britain.  And alongside the overt politicism and satire is the 

t surrealism and pastiche that were trademarks of “alternative” comedy.  This 

number of questions of this 1980s comedy phenomena; the first a very general 

at made this comedy unique or special; what made it alternative?  And further to 

xactly were the Young Ones (the series, the stars, the generation) actually 

inst; is the answer to be found in the simplistic kitsch of Rick’s Cliff Richard 

 in the much more real climate of uncertainty that the Thatcher government 

d the youth of the day? 

g the late 1970s to early 1980s, British "youth" culture was 
again) in a vague alternative rebellion. 
had hit the scene, with bands like The Sex Pistols 
ing mainstream conservative Britain by saying naughty words on 
television and spitting on stage. 

omedy scene was no exception. "Alternative" comedians were now 
g to the fore, with their brand of toilet humour mixed in with 
left-wing political satire and a few swear words. However, none 
is had hit television - yet... 

Andrew Wong (1998) 

d, the alternative comedy was about to break onto television when BBC 

l Jackson devised “The Young Ones” – a ‘domestic’ sitcom centring on four 

d their landlord’s eccentric family.  The Young Ones were; Ade Edmondson as 

terd, the stud-sporting, cricket-bat wielding medical student, intent on either 
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smashing up the flat, smashing up his flatmates, or – on some occasions – himself; Rik 

Mayall as Rick (apparently with a silent ‘P’), studying sociology (once referred to a domestic 

science though), the Cliff Richard fanatic with the delusions of popularity; Nigel Planer as 

Neil Pye, the lanky suicidal hippie with technophobia and a persecution complex; 

Christopher Ryan as Mike TheCoolPerson, studying for a degree from the School of Life, the 

responsible one of the group, and super-confident with women (although he is never actually 

seen with one); and finally, Alexei Sayle as various members of the Balowski family – from 

the students’ actual landlord, Jerzei Balowski, to his psychopathic relatives and medieval 

ancestors. 

 The programme ran for two series’ of six episodes (1982 and 1984), was written by 

Ben Elton, Rik Mayall and Lise Mayer (Mayall’s then-girlfriend), directed by Geoff Posner 

and produced by Paul Jackson.  First shown in November 1982, the BBC commissioned it 

because, although executives couldn’t understand the pilot episode, they were nonetheless 

scared that the fledgling Channel 4 would scoop up all the new talent. 

 The first run attracted viewing figures of 2.8 million in 1982, the second series in ’84 

got 4.6 million and repeats in 1989 after Comic Relief achieved 6.5 million viewers.  The 

show was sold to MTV US in 1986 (a pilot of a US version starring Nigel Planer bombed, as 

these things generally do). 

Neil: “I can’t get a job, I live an alternative lifestyle.” 
Rick: “Alternative lifestyle?  Ha, you’re about as alternative as Channel 4!” 

The series concept was groundbreaking, transcending not only the boundaries of 

comedic genre but also the boundaries of good taste and decency.  It was also unafraid to bite 

its master (heed the radio announcer in Time “This is the objective and strictly impartial BBC 

World Service, operating on behalf of the Conservative Party”), or make controversial 

religious and political statements (Rick calls God a Tory). 

 The Young Ones was a bastard by-product of the growth of “Yoof” television, which 

it even at one stage spoofs, scoffing at the dubbed-on “voice of youth” which these 

programmes aired, and instead offering the youth of the 80s something they could actually 

relate to, relate with and laugh at.  This is surely what comedy is supposed to be all about. 

 And in addition to becoming a forum for previously unheard voices (not just the 

comedians it was a platform for but also the generation they hailed from), The Young Ones 

also successfully tapped into the senselessness of the age, but never attempted to explain it 
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(that was left to the fascists). 

 

 One of the most striking things about watching The Young Ones today is how many of 

the people we would now regard as a British comic elite appeared.  It featured most of the 

day’s alternative comics in cameos and small supporting roles; the first episode of the second 

series, Bambi (the University Challenge episode which won the Golden Rose at the 

Montreaux Television Festival) starred Ben Elton, Emma Thompson, Mel Smith, Griff Rhys-

Jones, Stephen Fry, Hugh Laurie, Tony Robinson and Robbie Coltrane.  Among the other to 

appear in various episodes are Hale and Pace, French and Saunders, Lenny Henry and former 

Python Terry Jones. 

 

 

 The Young Ones was characterised by a number of key themes; the contemporary 

issues of youth (from hygiene to sexual politics), general social issues of the day, notable 

trends in characterisation both congruous and in opposition to the established norms of the 

80s, and formal tendencies towards surrealism, exaggeration and stylistic innovation.  We 

need to look at these in more detail. 

 Firstly, the characters.  The characters in The Young Ones could fall into either of two 

categories.  They are simplistic, if we choose to accept them at face value, but deeply 

complex if we think to understand their motives (which they may or may not have).  We shall 

work on the assumption that the five main characters are more socio-political vehicles than 

intricately-drawn devices and thus fall more comfortably into the first category. 

 From the outset, they are defined in the most blatant, overt and acute terms; Rick (the 

“People’s Poet”) reciting an ode to Cliff, Neil the hippie cooking lentils and Vyvyan (in 

classic Edmondson fashion) smashing through the kitchen wall with a dismembered leg.  If 

we look a bit closer, conclusions can also be drawn about the juxtaposition of sociology with 
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anarchy and medicine with violence. 

 It is easier to make comedy with characters that are instantly easy to identify (and 

identify with).  The Young Ones’ characters were alternative in their dress and manners but 

not in their construction, which was as formulaic as any other contemporary sitcom. 

 In effect, The Young Ones’ characters – the sadist, the anarchist, the hippie – were 

very stereotypical anti-stereotypes; they were predictably reactionary. 

This first raises the question, which will be fully considered later, that although The 

Young Ones sought to break conventions of situation comedy, it instead fully conformed to 

these conventions and only broke the taboos of sitcom. 

 
Each character should have an attitude to every other character 
(assuming they are acquainted). Only one character per sitcom (max) 
should be "within" the "card" (normally the star). The rest generally 
make us laugh because they are stupid, deaf, foreign, beastly etc. 
Only in America are all the characters "funny" and warm. 
 

John Lloyd (see endnote) 
 

 The Young Ones also toys with the notion of identity.  Characters are labelled like 

Emma Thompson’s posh Miss Money-Sterling or Stephen Fry’s Lord Snot, contrasting with 

the more down-to-earth surnames Pye and Basterd.  Or like Rick and Vyv, the characters 

wear their identities on their lapels or foreheads (as with Rick’s anarchist badges or Vyvyan’s 

studs and body piercings).  Mike, the cool one with all the ‘charisma’, talks a lot about his 

success with women and popularity, but this does progressively seem more and more to be 

just talk; Chris Ryan’s character addresses the issue of image versus self, a foundation on 

which much of eighties’ popular culture was built. 

 In the first of many nods to self-awareness within The Young Ones, the programme 

shows the viewer that it knows what you’re thinking by having the four students come 

downstairs one morning in each others clothes and acting like each other – Rik Mayall with 

the orange mohican is particularly humorous.  It is a unique trait of The Young Ones that it 

shows up a facet of itself and then exploits it. 

 A point re-examined fully later is that the alternative situation comedy knows it’s a 

situation comedy, and plays itself for laughs. 

 

 The second major characteristic is one of theme - both in terms of the issues covered 
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relating to the “yoof” of the early eighties and also the wider social issues tackled (although, 

to be fair, if other sitcoms ‘tackle’ social issues, The Young Ones headbutts them and whacks 

them with Vyv’s cricket bat). 

The quote about Thatcher we started with was typical of the repartee of Rick the 

anarchist.  When it seems Vyvyan’s child will be brought up a pauper because they’ve ran 

out of money, he screams to the camera “I hope you’re satisfied Thatcher!” and when Vyv 

pulls the communication cord on the train to Manchester, inviting a fine of £50, Rick says “If 

British Rail want £50 they can ruddy well go out and become a prostitute, which they more or 

less are already, come to think about it, right commuters”.  Other ‘targets’ include the tv 

licence man, apartheid in South Africa, the police and bank managers (fascist bully-boys). 

 The Bambi episode makes heavy comment about class, particularly, including Alexei 

Sayle’s monologue about public schools in Oxbridge. 

Rick: “A-ha, and what makes you think your bank manager’s a man?” 
Neil: “His beard.” 

 It is noticeable, at least in the second series, that every episode of The Young Ones 

considered a major youth issue – hygiene in Bambi (who can forget the students fighting to 

contain Vyv’s killer sock), money in Cash, violence and death in Nasty, sexuality in Time, ill-

health in Sick and destitution (and crime) in Summer Holiday.  Perhaps with the exception of 

the last episode, no real attempt was made to make sense of these issues or actually “deal” 

with them; they were just featured, and although some sitcoms like to have a loftier goal, The 

Young Ones was too anarchic to bow to the “squares” with any social-purpose mandate. 

 There wa
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s though an interesting take on gender issues when the ever-sexist Vyvyan 

d then there’s the occasional presence of Alan Freeman as both himself and 

g the “yoof-ication” of deity (ass opposed to Rick’s earlier politicisation of 

is a Tory”). 

e have alternative characters but familiar themes; what else made The Young 

d ‘alternative’?  There are general trends and specific examples worthy of 

ith the overall formal characteristics that made The Young Ones stand out. 

g Ones featured a band in every episode bar one, including Dexy’s Midnight 

lu, Jools Holland (in an early incarnation) and Madness (twice).  Was this an 
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appeal to the pop culture needs of the “yoof” audience?  No.  Rather, this was so that the 

programme fell under Variety in the BBC’s budgeting framework and accordingly got more 

money!  But maybe it was a bit of both.  The Young Ones’ music was perfect for the anarchic 

style of the show, with eighties icons Madness even participating in a street riot at the end of 

“Our House”. 

 Built into the structure of Young Ones episodes were 

deliberately visible subliminal cuts or flash-framesΨ.  They are 

positioned to disrupt the traditional narrative flow of the episodes; 

an example would be this, right, the end of Carry On Cowboy, in 

the middle of a scene. 

 It is clear that whilst The Young Ones flirted with convention in some of its traits, 

there are other times when the makers were trying effectively to break every rule in the 

television book. 

 

 There are two kinds of sitcom narrative; the individual self-contained episode and the 

continuing storyline.  A relevant example of the latter would be Rik Mayall’s award winning 

tour de force as Thatcherite fascist Alan B’Stard in The New Statesman.  The Young Ones fits 

into neither, because it frequently employs sketches it the middle of the story, usually in the 

form of cutaway scenes, like convicts on a transport ship, a cycloptic pirate who broadcasts 

from inside their radio, or a Victorian zoologist’s study.  In addition to these scenes, most of 

which feature the talents of the many supporting comics, there are also a number of other 

formal types deployed.  Spoof period pain commercials and beer ads, along with numerous 

puppet sequences, from talking matchboxes, rats, dogs, and the contents of the broom 

cupboard to Special Patrol Group – Vyv’s Glaswegian guinea pig – provide other comic 

elements, as do surreal video sequences like the occasion when someone starts drawing over 

the screen like some kind of Etch-a-Sketch, erases the picture and then Elephant Head comes 

on to sing! 

                                                           
Ψ Subliminal cuts are single frame psychological ‘prompts’, invisible to the eye, but registered by the 
subconscious - a potential use would be to put a picture of some lovely refreshing Coke halfway through a film. 
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The Young Ones does not pretend to mirror reality, it acts rather as a metaphor to it. 

 

Alexei Sayle (in a suit): “Excuse me, is this the cheese shop?” 
Rik Mayall (moustached and dressed as a Victorian waiter): “Er … no sir!” 

Sayle: “Well that’s that sketch knackered then isn’t it!” 

 And then we must consider Alexei Sayle, not often recognised as the fifth Young 

One, who appears in character in some villainous or otherwise supporting role (such as 

Benito Mussolini or a Transvaalian vampire), only to digress – once everyone has left – into 

his usual accent and perform a ranting satirical monologue to the camera. 

 Added to this the horror movie and Dallas parodies which open two of the episodes, 

we have to ask …with this mish-mash of formal styles and characteristics, is this Young Ones 

even a situation comedy? 

Of course it is, because situation in sitcom doesn’t always mean setting or place; The 

Young Ones is a sitcom drawn together by the situation of society, the situation of youth and 

the situation of 1980s Britain.  It is if anything the very purest kind of situation comedy. 

Illustrating this is the fact that the very first episode of The Young Ones in 1982 

featured their eviction and the demolition of their house.  It is rare for a situation comedy to 

demolish its situation in the first show. 

 

Aside then from the narrative structure of the series, The Young Ones was notable for 

a number of other specific characteristics. 

Firstly, and already touched upon, is the surrealism.  Killer socks and talking toiletries 

aside, there is also the time when Neil finds himself with six arms or even when Rick kills 

Neil, buries hims in compost, and three Neils grow.  The house is transported back into 

medieval times, Vyv points a Howitzer cannon at Rick to make him admit he’s a virgin, a 

nuclear bomb lands in the living room, and the students talk to all sorts of inanimate objects 

from trees to kettles to the sun itself. 

Paul Mayhew-Archer argues controversially that the Brits are no good at “witty one-

liners” (see endnote), instead using analogy, metaphor and insults for the laughs.  Whether this 

is entirely true or not, it is a good way of describing The Young Ones appeal.  What jokes 

there are are usually Rick’s (“I’ve told you a million times, do not exaggerate”) and 

invariably, he is slapped for them, as he is for his crude double entendres, which the 
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producers or writers seems to view as being inherently poor forms of comedy. 

The Young Ones also thrives on exaggeration – exaggerating the poverty of the 

students (they ask the neighbours for a cup of sugar then pour out the sugar and use the cup 

for firewood) and their poor hygiene (Vyv has only worn each pair of knickers 269 times so 

why go to the laundrette).  Exaggeration is one of the oldest tools in the comedy writer’s 

repertoire; it is one of the ways that sitcom mediates reality. 

 

 Returning to The Young Ones’ ambitions to break free of the conventions of sitcom, 

we shall now look at a more theoretical grounding of the nature of comedy.  Dr Richard 

Taflinger outlines the six rules of comedy as follows: 

 
Six elements are required for something to be humorous: 
 
1) it must appeal to the intellect rather than the emotions; 
 
2) it must be mechanical;  
 
3) it must be inherently human, with the capability of reminding us 
of humanity;  
 
4) there must be a set of established societal norms with which the 
observer is familiar, either through everyday life or through the 
author providing it in expository material, or both;  
 
5) the situation and its component parts (the actions performed and 
the dialogue spoken) must be inconsistent or unsuitable to the 
surrounding or associations (i.e., the societal norms); and  
 
6) it must be perceived by the observer as harmless or painless to 
the participants. 
 
When these criteria have been met, people will laugh. If any one is 
absent, then the attempt at humour will fail.Ψ  
 

Richard F Taflinger (1996) 
 

Although I must admit to being rather sceptical of the notion that we, or 

Dr Taflinger, can define humour, I thought it might be interesting to see how 

‘anarchic’ or ‘alternative’ The Young Ones truly was, when compared to a list of 

sitcom ‘norms’. 

The only ones I would confidently doubt are the first and last ones.  
                                                           
Ψ For more detail on the exact meanings of these rules, or clarification of terms, see Dr Taflinger’s website, 
specifically http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~taflinge/theory.html  

http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~taflinge/theory.html
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Although, except in the end, the characters do recover from their suicide attempts and 

explosions, the tone in The Young Ones is too pessimistic, particularly in the final episode, 

for Rule No. 6 to be the case.  Also, I would rather venture that The Young Ones appeals 

more to the emotions than the intellect and that is why it is funny (although Dr Taflinger 

doesn’t use these terms in their pure meanings); we laugh at the students because we are 

angry with them, because we share their frustration. 

Aside from these semi-valid disagreements, I would argue that indeed, although The 

Young Ones rebelled against the form and style of contemporary situation comedy, it did not 

rebel against the conventions of comedy. 

Of the three forms of sitcom Taflinger outlines – the action comedy, domestic comedy 

and pseudo-domestic comedy – The Young Ones bridges some genres here.  The simplistic, 

one-dimensional characters are the trait of the action comedy, whilst the running themes are 

the territory of the domestic.  The pseudo-domestic comedy, with the emphasis on the work-

place and ‘surrogate’ family (as in Mary Tyler-Moore and Cheers) would seem also to apply.  

The Young Ones has elements of each, and is interesting because the workplace and home are 

in a sense combined (although they are never seen to do any studying, except when Mr and 

Mrs Pye come round). 

Remaining with this, Rik Mayall (co-writer) commented in The Observer (see endnote) 

that in many ways The Young Ones represented a nuclear family after all; with Mike (the 

responsible one) as father, Neil (cooking, cleaning, housework) as mother, Vyvyan (self-

destructive rebel) as son and Rick (he owns a dress and even has pigtails) as the little girl. 

Maybe The Young Ones is more of a domcom that it would at first seem. 

 
What the best sitcoms do is create characters who have no idea that 
what they are saying and doing is meant to be amusing. Characters 
like Hancock, Fawlty, Bilko, and the Likely Lads, Sam and Woody and 
Rebecca and the rest were not paid to sit around making idle quips; 
they were just making obtuse, panic-stricken bewildered attempts to 
come to terms with the world and their miserable lot... 

Nick Hornby in The Guardian (see endnote) 

Vyvyan: “That’s what we agreed when we first came – you do the cooking; I’ll look after the 
plants and the goldfish.” 

Neil: “Yeah, and what did you make me cook on that first day?” 
Vyvyan: “Sausages … it was a Tuesday.” 

Neil: “Yeah … sausages and ….” 
Vyvyan: “Sausages and plants and goldfish.” 
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A final important point to examine is how self-aware The Young Ones is, and I 

previously argued that this is a trait of the alternative, post-modern comedy. 

In one particularly fascinating scene in Sick, Mr and Mrs Pye (Neil’s parents) accost 

Neil for bringing shame on the family for actually starring in The Young Ones!  Mr Pye says 

“Why can’t you be in one of those decent situation comedies that your mother likes”.  He 

means The Good Life, and what follows is a parody of that show. 

Vyvyan’s reaction above tells us that we are being shown exactly what The Young 

Ones is an alternative to.  We are watching a comedy which is not only self-aware and self-

reflexive but self-parodying (the clothes-swapping bit from earlier) and ultimately self-

destructive (at the end of term, Vyv smashes up the house).  And of course, at the very end, 

the gang rob a (Fascist Pig) Bank and drive a bus over a cliff.  The series spirals to a climax 

mirroring the lives of the four students who have just failed their exams. 

Vyvyan: “It’s so bloody nice!  They’re nothing but a couple of reactionary stereotypes 
confirming the myth that everyone in Britain is a lovable, middle-class eccentric!” 

With the death of Rick’s parents adding a short-lived element of poignancy, and an 

exploding fridge blowing Neil’s wig off (“Oh no,” he cries “I never knew I wore a wig”), the 

programme and the concept has all but stripped itself to the bone, having exposed every 

component part, of comedy and of this particular one, and shattered every conception and 

misconception of what each should be.  The sitcom with the identity crisis has found itself to 

be nothing and no-one in particular. 

 

Rick: “I’m on board the Freedom Bus, heading for Good Time City, and I haven’t 
even paid my fare!” 

To close, I must add that there is a personal element to this choice of topic; although I 

was too young to understand many or all of the socio-political commentary here, my brothers 

were unashamed fanatics of this particular programme; one of my brothers was actually 

going through a punk phase when the second series aired (and I think this phase was brought 

on by the first series).  Phrases like Rick’s “have you had enough Nazi, or do you want some 

more” entered into the vocabulary in the way that The Fast Show’s and Alan Partridge’s 

slightly less anarchic catchphrases have today. 

It spoke for a generation as bygoned as the political regime which spawned it, or 
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maybe necessitated it, and provided a forum for a select group of ‘alternative’ voices who 

have since progressed to form the backbone of British comic talent. 

In short, The Young Ones, however truly alternative, gave the mainstream comedy 

genre – to quote another Mayall series – a kick up the eighties, and made it possible for 

situation comedy to become more than a combination of jokes or sketches.  The diversity and 

richness of The Young Ones enabled its descendants come into being without constraints of 

form, convention or tradition, and it allowed British comedy to be itself. 

 Rick: “Who cares about Thatcher and unemployment? We can do just exactly whatever we 
want to do! And do you know why? Because we're Young Ones! Bachelor Boys! 

Wild eyed big bottomed anarchists! LOOK OUT !!! CLLLLLIIIIIFFFF !!!” 
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Bibliographic Endnote: 
Note, all the references for this essay have been found on the World Wide 

Web; the John Lloyd, Paul Mayhew-Archer and Nick Hornby quotes are from the 

Untitled Scifi-Network page, whilst the Rik Mayall Observer information was found on 

The British Comedy Library Page. 

Such is anarchy. 
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The Young Ones Page – Phillip Hill 
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The Young Ones 
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Memorable Quotes 
 Vyvyan: “Right, Neil, I’m going to insert the first nail.  You might feel a bit of a prick.” 

Neil: “So what’s new.” 

Vyvyan: “Mike, do you think ants go to discos?” 
Mike: “No.” 

Vyvyan: “Well, why’s that one wearing a silver boobtube then?” 

Mike (to Rick): “Didn’t your mother ever tell you about the birds and the bees.” 
Neil: “Mine did, but I didn’t believe her.  I mean, what if the bird got 

like stung half way through.” 

Vicar (Terry Jones): “Ashes to ashes…” 
Rick: “…Funk to funky, we know Major Tom’s a junkie.” 

Vyvyan: “What’s a good thing for a hangover?” 
Mike: “Drinking heavily the night before.” 

Rick: “I’m gonna write to my MP.” 
Neil: “You haven’t got an MP, Rick, you’re an anarchist.” 

Rick: “Well in that case, I’m going to write to the lead singer of Echo and the Bunnymen.” 
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